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ABSTRACT
Unlike method books for piano, winds, and strings, published, harpspecific training materials lack sufficient focus on theory and ensemble playing.
There is a wealth of theory training in piano books that would benefit young
harpists. And unlike string and wind players, most harp students do not have an
opportunity to play in ensembles until they reach high school or college; this
often leads to a lack of rhythmic accuracy, ensemble timing, and performance
experience. This paper will compare common harp pedagogical literature with
published method books for piano, strings, and winds in order to reveal the
missing theory and ensemble training in most current harp method books.
Furthermore, this paper will suggest ways to fill these gaps with existing external
theory and ensemble training and provide a model for future harp pedagogical
material.
The common harp method books, such as Fun from the First, Suzuki Harp
School, Salzedo’s Method for Harp, and Harpsicle, focus exclusively on hand
technique through collections of songs and exercises. This paper will analyze
music theory, composition, and ear training exercises from piano books including
Music for Little Mozarts, Alfred’s Piano Basics, and Bastien Piano Basics. Similarly,
this paper will analyze ensemble exercises including duets, group performance
pieces, and playing with recordings from piano books, as well as string and wind
books including Orchestra Expressions, Band Expressions, and Essential Elements
2000 for Band and Strings. Drawing from these comparisons and from a survey
iv
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of current harp teachers, this paper will propose a new series of lesson books
called The Complete Harpist that integrates studies of technique and repertoire
with music theory and ensemble practice. The series will be organized into nine
different books, providing a range of entry points so that any student can learn
the harp, regardless of their age or musical background.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Unlike string and wind players in orchestra and band, most harp students
only receive musical training by private lessons and method books. Many
harpists do not have an opportunity to play in an ensemble until they reach high
school or even college. Most harpists receive ensemble experience only from
playing in a harp ensemble with other harpists from their teacher’s studio or
within the area. However, playing in a harp ensemble does not provide the same
experience as playing in a more diverse ensemble such as an orchestra or band.1
Because of harpists’ limited performance opportunities, many harpists lack
training in rhythmic accuracy and ensemble timing. Most harp method books do
not contain any ensemble practice to help alleviate this problem. For this paper, I
will define ensemble practice as lessons and exercises that teach and reinforce
ensemble skills such as accompaniment, timing (rhythmic accuracy with a
conductor or other musicians), and improvisation in the context of performance
in duets, small ensembles, orchestras, bands, and other ensembles. Harp books
also often lack adequate music theory training, especially when compared to the
wealth of theory books for other instruments such as piano. For this paper, I will
define music theory training as an inclusive term that encompasses lessons and

I was lucky enough to have an orchestra director allow me to play in the orchestra in
high school. Furthermore, he also had a harp donated to the school and on many
occasions he wrote a harp part for pieces that didn’t include a harp part. I benefited from
a very unique situation.
1

1
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exercises that teach and reinforce basic music rudiments (note-reading, rhythms,
key signatures, intervals, etc.), aural skills, harmonization, and improvisation. Of
the few harp method books that do include theory exercises, most are poorly
organized, do not include integrated, consistent music theory, or are geared for
adult students and not of use to younger students. Education research indicates
that “repetition is of vital importance in the learning environment;” it is “an
especially useful tool in the area of music education…for a wide variety of
learners.”2 Therefore, the most successful strategy for encouraging students to
engage with music theory and ensemble musicianship is to integrate a
pedagogically sound sequence of theory and ensemble training into a student’s
daily practice. The vast majority of current harp lesson books do not provide
students the opportunity to repetitively engage in music theory and ensemble
exercises. This paper will compare common harp pedagogical methods with
published method books for piano, strings, and winds in order to reveal the
missing theory and ensemble training in current harp lesson books. Drawing
from these comparisons and from a survey of current harp teachers, this paper
will propose a new series of lesson books called The Complete Harpist that
integrates studies of technique and repertoire with music theory and ensemble
practice. The series will be organized into nine different books, providing a range

Kirt Saville, “Strategies for Using Repetition as a Powerful Teaching Tool,” Music
Educators Journal 98, no. 1 (September 2011):69-75.
2
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of entry points so that any student can learn the harp, regardless of their age or
musical background.
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CHAPTER 2
HARP SURVEY
In order to contextualize my harp-curriculum research, I conducted a
survey of professional harp instructors. The survey was designed to gauge the
popularity of certain harp resources, find additional resources, and receive other
harpists’ input on the value of music theory and ensemble practice for their
students. I created the survey with Qualtrics software and distributed it online
through the Harp Column forum, a popular website and magazine for
professional harpists. After filtering out partial responses, I received 16
responses from professional harpists from 12 different states, as well as
Australia, Canada, and England. This section describes the salient results from the
survey.
I asked each respondent to list all of the harp method/lesson books that
they have used with their students. Their responses are listed in Table 2.1.
Most of the teachers reported that there is some music theory in the books
they use, however many teachers mentioned that they use supplemental material
for both general harp methodology and music theory practice. Table 2.2 shows
the supplemental music theory materials listed from the survey. Some of these
theory books are for general theory practice, some are for piano, and the Kathy
Moore book is the only one listed as specifically for harp.

4
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Table 2.1 -Lesson and Method Books from Survey 3
Title

Author

First Harp Book and Second Harp Book
Harp Smart
Method for the Harp
Conditioning Exercises
Finger Puzzles and Shapes for the Harp
Thirty Little Classics
Old Tunes for New Harpists
Small Tunes for Young Harpists
Teach Yourself to Play the Folk Harp

Betty Paret
Diane Michaels
Carlos Salzedo

On Playing the Harp

Yolanda Kondonnasis

Suzuki Harp School

Shinichi Suzuki

The Young at Harp

Julia Kay Jamieson

First Grade Pieces for Harp

Marcel Grandjany

Harping On

Clifton Welker Smith

Fun From the First

Samuel Milligan

Beginner’s Harp Book

Phyllis Schlomovitz

Harp Olympics

Susann McDonald

Denise Grupp-Verbon
Mildred Dilling
Bonnie Goodrich
Sylvia Woods

Table 2.2 -Music Theory Supplemental Material from Survey4
Title
Sound Advice: Theory and Ear Training
Music Theory at the Harp
Blitz for Beginners,
Theory for beginners
Master Your Theory
Theory and Technic for the Young
Beginner

3
4

Author
Brenda Braatan and Crystal Wiksyk
Kathy Bundock Moore
Samantha Coates
Barbara Wharram
Dulcie Holland
James Bastien

Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
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Table 2.3 lists all of the ensemble-practice resources that the responders
use in their teaching. Only two of the books listed are harp lesson books, while
the other books contain both solos and duets. All of the ensemble examples from
these books are harp duets, except for the self-published book from one of the
survey responders, Felice Pomeranz. She mentioned that she has created her own
publication that includes duets, jazz trios and quartets for ensemble practice for
her students.5 Her materials are only available for her students for now, but will
soon be available in May 2016. She mentioned in the survey that ensemble
experience is “invaluable! Playing with others makes one listen, count, breathe,
and be social. Too much of a harpist's life is spent alone in the practice room.
Music is a social experience.”6

5
6

Felice Pomeranz, Berklee Harp (Berklee Press, Inc., Releasing May 2016).
Quoted from Felice Pomeranz in my Qualtrics Survey Results, January 2016.
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Table 2.3 -Materials including Ensemble Practice from Survey7
Title

Author

Type of Book

Harp Olympics

Susann McDonald

Harp Lesson Book

Old Tunes for New Harpists

Mildred Dilling

Harp Lesson Book

Berklee Harp

Felice Pomeranz

Les Plaisirs de la harpe

Geliot Huguette

Harp Lesson book (not yet
published)
Harp anthology

Twelve Easy Nursery Tunes for
One or Two Harps
Les Pins de Charlannes

Meinir Heulyn

Harp Repertoire Book

Henriette Renié

Harp Repertoire Book

A Little Concert

Adam Carse

Piano lesson book

Many of the other respondents had similar views on the importance of
both music theory and ensemble experience for their students. The respondents
explained their view on the value of music theory:
“Music theory puts everything into perspective. Students will understand
the music they are studying much more thoroughly, making them well
rounded and better musicians.”
“It [music theory] is an invaluable part of good study and teaching.”
“All instrumental students should learn theory as it gives them a much
deeper understanding of what they are playing. Many skills are needed to
be a good harpist (understanding rhythm, aural skills, fluent sight reading,
general musical knowledge, etc.) which are greatly strengthened when the
harpist has learnt these skills on a theoretical level as well as in the
practical space.”

7

Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
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“(1) It [music theory] is a necessary investment for intermediate and
advanced playing (2) it encourages the development of technique (3) it
explains the nature of the patterns, chords and arpeggios, (4) it develops
some level of listening (5) it boosts transferable skills to/from other
instruments (6) it provides a compass to the range and technical
mechanisms of harps (7) it supports orchestral playing and
independence.”
These quotes from harp teachers suggest a broad belief in the invaluable
role of music theory for the harp student. Music theory is vital for both individual
playing and ensemble playing. The respondents also explained the value of
ensemble practice for the student harpist.
“Ensemble playing is very important for developing a feel for tempo and
rhythm, it helps students increase their ability to hear music, and it is
wonderful for morale and social reasons.”
“[It is] valuable if available.”
“Students in an ensemble learn to play with other musicians. They learn to
listen, and fit the puzzle pieces together. They work harder to be
prepared, so as to not let the team down. They don't practice in a vacuum,
rather with a team performance as the mutual goal.”
“Ensemble practice helps greatly in rhythmic accuracy, playing under a
conductor and with other ensemble members (including volume etc.).
Students also become more aware of music literature and other
instruments and instrumentation.”
“[Ensemble experience is valuable because it teaches] how to use music to
communicate with others and knowing where the other performer’s ‘beat’
is. [It is] important, however, due to lack of opportunities where we live
this isn’t something that can be provided.”
“[Ensemble practice teaches] alertness, keeping in time, listening to the
harmony, enjoying the ensemble, paving the way for orchestral parts, and
assuaging the solitary nature of harp studies.”

8
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Many of the respondents spoke of the gaps in ensemble practice for many
harpists, due to their lack of ensemble experience.
“Many harp students are brought into a public/private school
orchestra/band at the last minute, having missed the entire learning
curve. They are expected to jump in, and perform exposed intricate parts
without the benefit of all the previous rehearsal time of the other
orchestra/band members. By playing in a harp ensemble, or chamber
group, they have opportunities to develop the ensemble skills of working
together, listening to each other, playing with each other, and following a
conductor. All of these skills are extremely important for every musician,
and are too often rare opportunities for harp students.”
“It is vital for young players to be encouraged to play in ensemble right
from the beginning. Too many harpists get to the end of high school (or
some even to college!) without having done much ensemble playing, and
are then thrown into an orchestra. Violinists are playing in ensembles
from the very beginning (pretty much as soon as they can use a bow!) and
have years to become accustomed to the art of ensemble playing, yet
harpists have very few (if any) opportunities, but are expected to be at the
same level once they are advanced players.”
“Too much of a harpist’s life is spent alone in the practice room. Music is a
social experience.”
These quotes from harp teachers not only emphasize the importance of
music theory and ensemble practice for the harp student, but also reveal that
there is a real gap in most harp students’ learning experience. Some of the harp
books listed in the survey have music theory or ensemble practice (only harp
duets), but most do not contain either. Only one book, Harp Olympics, includes
both theory and ensemble practice. All of the teachers in this survey describe the
lack of theory and ensemble training in their students. In the next two sections, I
will analyze the existing harp methods that many of the harpists from the survey
have mentioned.

9
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND OF HARP PEDAGOGY
Harpists have not historically had access to harp-specific training and
pedagogical materials that focus on theory and/or ensemble playing. Most harp
method books contain technique-based learning, such as Universal Method for the
Harp8, by Bochsa-Oberthuer (1912), Complete Method for the Harp9 by Henriette
Renié (First Publication: 1946, English translation: 1966), and Method for the
Harp10 by Carlos Salzedo and Lucille Laurence (1929); the latter two are hugely
influential in harp pedagogy.
The Bochsa-Oberthuer book serves as the foundational method for harp
pedagogy. Although Bochsa’s book was published in 1912 by Carl Fischer, the
book was most likely written circa 1830. Following this book, the Renié and
Salzedo books have a long tradition and provide the foundations for modern
method books. Although Renié never taught at the Paris Conservatoire, which
was the center for all modern harp technique and methodology, she famously
studied there and was a major influence on both Carlos Salzedo and Marcel
Grandjany, and countless harpists to follow. Renié and Salzedo also exemplify
two main streams of harp pedagogical methods. Renié uses a supple-method for
hand placement, with the bending of wrists and right hand rested on the sound
Bochsa-Oberthuer, Universal Method for the Harp (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1912).
Henriette Renié, The Complete Method for Harp (Paris: A. Leduc, 1946, English Trans.,
1966).
10 Carlos Salzedo and Lucille Lawrence, Method for Harp (New York:G. Schirmer, Inc.,
1929 ).
8
9
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board. Salzedo’s method includes raised arms and lifting motions after playing.
Both of these books focus exclusively on hand position, arm and body placement,
and certain technicalities of playing the harp such as scales, trills, pre-placement
of fingers, etc. Some of the more current instructional and technique books
include The Complete Method for the Harp11 (1972) by David Watkins, Harp for
Today: a Universal Method for the Harp12 (2008) by Susann McDonald, and On
Playing the Harp13 (2003) by Yolanda Kondonnasis. Watkins and McDonald
follow Renié’s approach, while Kondonnasis follows Salzedo’s. These books
mostly contain technique-based learning, which include exercises, special
techniques, and drills. It is important to acknowledge that these methods are
really instructional books built upon the foundations laid from previous harpists
like Salzedo and Renié. These method books are resources for various harp basics
(like tuning, hand position, fingering, etc) and more complicated performing
techniques like expression, memorization, practicing, and playing skills like
scales, pedals, harmonics, etc. There are some theory concepts in the BochsaOberthuer book, such as key signatures and scales that relate to pedal practice,
and various expressions, such as slurs, staccato, etc., that are explained by
technique on the harp. Even though some of the method books include some
theory concepts, they are not presented in lessons, but rather as a list of
David Watkins, The Complete Method for the Harp (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1972).
Susann McDonald and Linda Wood Rollo, Harp for Today: a Universal Method for the
Harp (Louisville: Music Works, Harp Editions, 2008).
13 Yolanda Kondonnasis, On Playing the Harp (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 2003).
11
12
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information for reference. None of these books include integrated theory
concepts and performance repertoire, but rather provide foundations for playing
technique and exercises, which should be incorporated into a student’s practice
and a teacher’s pedagogy of teaching. These books are not primary repertoire
books. They do not provide pieces for students to apply the harp techniques; but
they rather serve as encyclopedias for harp playing. These method books are
staples in the harp world for understanding harp technique and practice;
however, these are not the types of books that this paper will study. My focus for
this paper is on harp lesson books that are used in daily and weekly practice with
the student. The newer method books are anchored by the ideals and foundations
of the previously mentioned method books, but are presented in a pedagogical
perspective for the teacher and student. A teacher does not teach students from
an encyclopedia, but rather uses these resources to create lesson plans that will
best impart knowledge to the students. This distinction between method books
and lesson books is essential to this paper, for I will be primarily focused on
lesson books in my analysis, rather than method books. For this paper, I will
define a lesson book as a resource for the student’s daily practice consisting of:
study of particular skills or techniques, repertoire derived from technique-based
learning, exercises related to technique, music theory practice, or any
performance and ensemble practice, such as duets and accompanimental
practice.

12
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT HARP LESSON BOOKS
This section will survey popular lesson books and examine their relative
strengths and weaknesses related to ensemble and music theory training. In this
paper I make a specific distinction between method books and lesson books.
Method books, like those described in the previous section, focus on technique
and describe a particular philosophy of playing. Lesson books are intended for
personal practice and study of hand techniques, repertoire, and harp and general
music skills. Some current lesson books are shown in Table 4.1. This table
represents only a small scope of popular lesson books, which I chose based on the
responses in the survey.

13
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Table 4.1 -List of Popular, Current Harp Lesson Books14
Title

Author

Publisher

Copyright

First Harp book

Betty Paret

G. Schirmer, Inc.

1942

Includes
Theory
Practice
No

Suzuki Harp
School

Shinichi
Suzuki

Summy-Birchard,
Inc., Alfred
Publishing Co.

1995

No

Fun From the
First
Harpsicle Harp
Method
Beginner’s Harp
Book
First Lessons for
the Harp
Student Harpist

Samuel
Milligan
Darlene
Walton
Phyllis
Schlomovitz
Gertrude Ina
Robinson
Stephanie
Curcio
Susann
McDonald

Lyon & Healy
Harps
Mel Bay
Publications, Inc.
Salvi Publications

1962

No

No/Yes
(Yes, if it is
taught in
group class)
No

2009

Yes

No

1989

Yes

No

Carl Fischer Inc.

1913

Yes

No

Stephanie Curcio
Publications
Music Works-Harp
Editions

1995

Yes

No

1999

Yes

Yes

Harp Olympics

Includes
Ensemble
Practice
No

The lesson books such as Fun from the First15, Suzuki Harp School16, and
First Harp Book17, only contain pieces, exercises, and information on technique;
they do not include any theory or ensemble practice. The Suzuki method for harp
follows a similar approach to Suzuki books for other instruments. In the Suzuki
program, the books are designed to work in concert with Suzuki-trained teachers

Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
Samuel Milligan, Fun From the First! Volume 1 and 2 (Chicago: Lyon and Healy Harps,
1962)
16 Shinichi Suzuki, Suzuki Harp School, Volume 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (USA: Summy-Birchard
Music, Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 1995).
17 Betty Paret, First Harp Book and Second Harp Book (USA: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1942).
14
15
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and a community of learners.18 Therefore, students often learn music theory and
ensemble skills directly from their teachers. The purpose of my book series, The
Complete Harpist, is to provide an integrated approach that does not depend on
specifically-trained teachers or organized group classes in order to present the
music theory and ensemble practice for the students. My book series will be able
to guide any music teacher, harpist or not, through a meaningful harp pedagogy.
Fun from the First and First Harp Book have a slower and more detailed
pedagogical pace with simpler rhythms and intervals. First Harp Book includes
text-based pieces to help with young students. Although these books contain
performance resources to build better technique, none of these books include
integrated music theory or ensemble practice.
The other books from Table 4.1 do include some music theory and I will
analyze the amount of music theory exercises and lessons each book contains,
and the pedagogical approach to each of these books.
First Lessons for the Harp,19 by Gertrude Ina Robinson, includes the least
amount of music theory practice of these books. The first two pages in the book

The fact that there is no focus on early learning of music theory is common to Suzuki
books—the focus of the Suzuki program is to learn to play before one can read.
According to the Suzuki Association, music should be treated like learning a language-by
listening and repetition. “The basic principles of language acquisition to the learning of
music” is called the mother-tongue approach
“About the Suzuki Method,” last modified 1998, Accessed March 11, 2016.
https://suzukiassociation.org/about/suzuki-method.
19 Gertrude Ina Robinson, First Lessons for the Harp (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1912).
18

15
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include all of the musical rudiments like music notation, scales, rhythms,
chromatics, time signatures, and chords, as shown in Example 4.1.

Example 4.1 -First Lessons for the Harp, pg. 3
The theory concepts in this book are not integrated within the lessons, but are
rather introduced and presumably applied to the rest of the lessons. The focus of
this book is technique-based learning, with a small amount of music theory
explanation.

16
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The Harpsicle Harp Method,20 by Darlene Walton, includes only a small
amount of music theory practice. Basic music theory rudiments are not
introduced. A basic knowledge of music theory must already be established in
order use this book. For learning to read music, the student only receives one
page of description, as shown in Example 4.2.

Example 4.2 -Harpsicle Harp Method, pg. 10

20

Darlene Walton, Harpsicle Harp Method (Pacific, MO: Mel Bay Publications, 2009).

17
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This book is geared towards adult students who have previous music experience;
and therefore, it doesn’t teach early harp techniques and rudiments that are
taught to beginners. For example, rather than practice using the first fingers, and
then adding the second fingers (like many other lesson books), the first technique
and theory concept includes chords and arpeggios, as shown in Example 4.3.

Example 4.3 -Harpsicle Harp Method, pg. 9
Some rudimentary theory concepts are introduced throughout the book such as
rests, repeat signs, ties, key signatures, etc., but each theory concept is given a
simple paragraph of explanation, followed by several pieces that include the

18
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concepts. This book contains some music theory concepts; however, it is only
useful for students with previous music experience.
The Beginner’s Harp Book,21 by Phyllis Schlomovitz, contains many theory
concepts throughout the book. This book would benefit a beginning adult student
who may already have some music knowledge. Basic music theory concepts are
listed at the beginning of the book, as well as a few concepts that are scattered
throughout the book. Each concept receives a brief explanation within a page,
followed by several pieces that exemplify this concept. For a young beginner, the
teacher would need to further explain the concepts, and practice each concept in
a slower progression than what is presented in a single lesson. For example, the
first lesson includes many rudiments of music notation—all notes on the staff,
2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time signature, as well as basic rhythms. All of this information
is listed on one page, in Example 4.4.

21

Phyllis Schlomovitz , Beginner’s Harp Book (Chicago: Salvi Publications, 1989).

19
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Example 4.4 -Beginner’s Harp Book, pg. 4
Later in the book, the triad is introduced, along with arpeggiated triads. Rather
than practice just one or two chords, every chord in C major is introduced, as
shown in Example 4.5.

20
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Example 4.5 -Beginner’s Harp Book, pg. 24
If the student is older, the pace of introducing and implementing these concepts
is appropriate, but for a younger student, this book presents too much
information in a single lesson.

21
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The Student Harpist22, by Stephanie Curcio, contains various music theory
lessons and slower-paced approach to learning technique. The Primer book
includes pre-staff reading with basic music theory concepts like beats, rests, the
musical alphabet, and stem directions (right hand vs. left hand reading), as shown
in Example 4.6.

Example 4.6 -Student Harpist, Primer pg. 5
Book 1 includes basic music notation on the grand staff, clefs, theory exercises,
rhythms, time signatures, slurs, and accidentals. Although these books teach harp
technique and note-reading at a much slower pace for a young beginner, some of
the music theory concepts are presented all at once, as a reference. For example,
in Example 4.7, all of the notes of the staff are presented in one section, and all of

22

Stephanie Curcio, Student Harpist, third edition, Primer, Level 1, 2, 3, and Sight Reader
(New Hampshire: Stephanie Curcio Publications, 1994).

22
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the basic rhythms are presented on the page, rather than integrating them slowly
into the lessons.

Example 4.7 -Student Harpist, Level 1, pg. 11

Finger numbers are not included in most of the pieces; only a few numbers are
given on certain pieces. A harp teacher would be needed to fill in finger numbers
for most of the pieces. When introducing slurs, Book 1 does not explain how to
play slurs, but that slurs indicate a phrase, which is a musical idea, so the harp
teacher would need to explain the harp technique behind playing legato.
However, more explanation and practice of this technique is given in the Student
Sight Reader book; therefore, the student would need to have access to this book
in order to receive full explanation of this technique. There are various music
theory concepts introduced in The Student Harpist such as pre-staff reading,
music theory exercises, and sight-reading exercises; however, the music theory
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concepts are not connected to technique-based learning (which all of the other
lesson books are primarily focused on).
Another book that includes music theory is Harp Olympics,23 by Susann
McDonald. This series contains the most music theory and ensemble exercises of
any of the books from Table 4.1. The music theory and ensemble exercises are
not integrated with the pieces, but rather separated from the repertoire practice.
The books are divided into 3 large sections: Workouts, Games and Drills, and
Solos. The Workouts are similar to the piano version of exercises in A Daily
Dozen24 by Edna-Mae Burnam, which is designed for developing strong hands
and flexible fingers through technique-specific exercises. An example of these
exercises is presented in Example 4.8.

Susann McDonald and Linda Wood Rollo, Harp Olympics, Preliminary Stage, Stage I, II,
III, and IV (Lousiville, Kentucky: Music Works, Harp Editions, 1999).
24 Edna Mae Burnam, A Dozen a Day (Florence, Kentucky: The Willis Music Company,
2005).
23
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Example 4.8 -Harp Olympics Primer Level, pg. 15
The Games and Drills section contains music theory exercises and basic harp
information. The beginning of the theory exercises contains two pages, called
Notes and Rests Review, in which a large portion of rudimental music theory
concepts are explained. In these pages, all of the basic music theory is presented,
as shown in Example 4.9.
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Example 4.9 -Harp Olympics, Primer Level, pg. 35
For a student who already has some basic music theory knowledge, or is older,
this amount of instruction would be sufficient. Within each book, there is a vast
amount of theory exercises from the Games and Drills section (about 20 pages),
including note and rhythm practice, interval recognition, and one exercise each of
improvisation, see Example 4.10, and a teacher-student duet, see Example 4.11.
The duet exercise represents the only ensemble practice included in any of the
books from Table 4.1. These exercises are extremely valuable resources for
students; however, there is only one duet and one improvisational exercise for
each book. A student needs further consistency of practice in order to master
these concepts. These books incorporate complex music theory exercises in the
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more advanced books that include interval practice and advanced rhythm
exercises using the harp sound board, as shown in Example 4.12.

Example 4.10 -Harp Olympics Primer Level, pg. 55

Example 4.11 -Harp Olympics Primer Level, pg. 19
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Example 4.12 -Harp Olympics, Stage 4, pg. 42, 48

Overall, the Harp Olympics books contain substantial exercises, theory games,
drills, and technique-based repertoire. The warm-ups, theory exercises, and
repertoire are separated into sections, so the teacher must determine how to best
organize the pace for each student.
I have found a handful of harp theory books; these include: A Harpist’s
Theory Workbook25 and The Step by Step Theory Workbook, 26 both by Suzanne

25

Suzanne Balderston, A Harpist’s Theory Workbook (USA: Balderson & Sons, 2001).
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Balderston and Music Theory at the Harp, 27 by Kathy Moore. These books contain
useful examples of theory concepts applied to the harp. Yet, they are merely
supplemental—therefore, they do not connect directly with any lesson books.
Neither of these books contains repertoire, so they are workbooks to practice
theory in addition to lesson books. As discussed above in the Harp Survey section
of this paper, some harp teachers report using their own supplemental theory
books or handouts as part of their teaching strategies. For example, Felice
Pomeranz mentioned writing her own theory workbook and resource for
ensemble practice for her students, such as duets, jazz trios, and quartets.28 This
is exactly why this paper is so important: so many teachers are compelled to
supplement their students with outside music theory and ensemble practice
resources that are not available in current harp methods.
The existing harp lesson books provide relevant and valuable resources
for teachers and students. Most of the harp books are repertoire-based—which is
appropriate for developing students’ foundation in harp methodology. However,
as many of the harp teachers from the survey mentioned, while repertoire is an
appropriate starting place, harp students need a variety of music theory and
ensemble experiences in order to fill out their training and match the skills of
their peer musicians. There is life outside of the practice room and teachers need

Suzanne Balderston, Step by Step, a Harper Primer, Book 1, 2, and 3 (USA:Balderson &
Sons, 1986.
27 Kathy Bundock Moore, Music Theory at the Harp (Denver: Harps Nouveau, 1995).
28 Felice Pomeranz, Berlklee Harp
26
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to be able to provide the best materials for harp students for success in their
musical experiences and performances. There are a few harp lesson books that
contain music theory, but most of them are not integrated into the lessons and
repertoire. Music theory instruction is most successful when taught from the very
beginning and naturally incorporated into the lessons. Some of the harp books
contain harp duets and harp ensemble pieces, which should be a student’s first
experience with an ensemble, similar to sectionals in an orchestra and band (flute
class, violin class, etc.), in which the students learn to play with instruments in
the same family before they play with diverse groups. However, none of the harp
books that I have found (besides Pomeranz’s forthcoming book) contain any
ensemble practice with other instruments besides harps. In response to the gaps
in harp pedagogy mentioned from harp teachers, as well as an analysis of existing
harp methods, the harp community needs a series of lesson books that integrate
music theory and ensemble practice consistently in a developmentally
appropriate approach. In the next two sections, I will attempt to fill these gaps
with existing methods from both piano and instrumental ensemble books,
including both orchestra and band.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY-LEVEL
PIANO METHODS
By comparison with harp lesson books, piano lesson books often have a
wider range of material. For example, in addition to lessons on technique and
repertoire, piano books typically include music theory and aural skills training.
This section of the paper will enumerate some of the elements commonly found
in piano lesson books that I plan to incorporate into The Complete Harpist. The
breadth of training in piano books is likely due to vastly greater production of
books and a higher demand from students and teachers. Some popular piano
lesson books are included in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 –Piano Lesson Books29
Title

Author

Publisher

Copyright

Alfred’s Piano Basics

Willard A. Palmer,
Morton Manus, and
Amanda Vick Lethco

Alfred Music

2005

Bastien Piano Basics

James Bastien

1991

Music for Little
Mozarts

Christine H. Barden,
Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L.
Lancaster

Kjos Music
Company
Alfred Music

Adult All-In-One
Course
Alfred’s Group Piano
for Adults, second
edition

Willard A. Palmer and
Morton Manus
E.L. Lancaster and Kenon
D. Renfrow

Alfred Music

2005

Alfred Music

2004

2005

All of the piano books listed in Table 5.1, except for the Bastien series,
derive from Alfred Music Publisher. Therefore this only represents a small scope
of popular piano books on the market; however, the Alfred books are designed
for a variety of ages and audiences, which serves as a useful model for my series,
The Complete Harpist. Many of these lesson books are organized as a series of
books that include piano lesson pieces, performance pieces, theory workbooks,
and often technique books that practice piano techniques like scales and
arpeggios. This curriculum allows a student to be able to practice all of these
skills simultaneously, and each book correlates and reiterates the new technical

29

Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
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or theory concept at the same time. For example, the Music for Little Mozarts30
series includes Lesson, Recital, and Workbook books for each level, and the
Bastien Piano Basics31 series contains Lesson, Performance, and Theory books for
each level. All three books within a series are meant to be simultaneously
assigned with certain pages. Students are given opportunities to learn new
concepts in the lesson books, directly apply that lesson with a piece both in the
lesson and performance/recital book, and then practice the theory concept in the
workbook/theory book. The theory concepts are integrated within the lesson and
each theory workbook has a variety of exercises including: basic music theory
practice and games, chord practice, form analysis, accompaniment practice, and
improvisation. Many of these exercises are easily applicable to the harp.
The piano books also have a slower pace for student development in both
technique and music theory than many harp lesson books. For example, most
piano books teach pre-staff reading for better development in two-handed
coordination, high-low placement, and hand position, prior to staff reading.
The Music for Little Mozarts32 series is intended for very young children
and includes three sets of books within each level: Lesson, Recital, and
Workbook, along with an activity packet that includes stuffed-animal characters
from the book (such as Mozart Mouse and Beethoven Bear), as well as crayons
Christine H. Barden, Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L. Lancaster, Music for Little Mozarts
(USA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 1998).
31 James Bastien, Bastien Piano Basics, Primer, Level 1, 2, 3, and 4 (San Diego: Niela A.
Kjos Music Company, 1997).
32 Christine H. Barden, Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L. Lancaster, Music for Little Mozarts.
30
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and other interactive manipulatives. These books begin with pre-staff reading to
help the students have a better grasp of hand position, right hand/left hand
coordination, and spatial (high/low) reading and listening skills before learning
the staff. This is especially important for very young students that take longer to
cultivate motor-development and reading skills. Example 5.1 shows an example
of pre-staff reading pieces for students. Each note head contains the letter names
inside of the notes. The notes are also placed according to intervals and
directions: the D note is slightly higher than the C note, which teaches the
students which direction they will find the notes.

Example 5.1 -Music for Little Mozarts, Level 1, Lesson Book pg.30
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Each piece has a description on how to practice the piece, as well as an
accompaniment on the CD. The student can also perform the piece as a duet with
the teacher. Another important skill that is implemented in these pieces is singing
practice to help develop better listening skills. Every piece contains words
underneath the notes to allow students to sing while they play. Each piece also
has a short story (and cute picture!) about the various characters (Beethoven
Bear, Mozart Mouse, Pachelbel Penguin, etc.) in the book interacting with music
and each other; and all of the stories are related to the new technique or theory
concept. For example, Example 5.1 teaches the student where to find the two new
white keys on the piano. Beethoven Bear finds these notes and then dances to the
new piece that the students will play. The stories are fun for the students, yet
they are also relevant to the lessons.
Some of the beginning adult books include pre-staff reading to aid the
development of technique before staff-reading is presented. Example 2.2 shows a
lesson from Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults.33 Notice that the note heads contain
note names, with intervallic relationships and directions, similar to the Music for
Little Mozarts series. 34

E.L. Lancaster and Kenon D. Renfrow, Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, Book 1 and 2
(Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2004).
34 Christine H. Barden, Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L. Lancaster, Music for Little Mozarts.
33
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Example 5.2 -Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, pg. 11
The Alfred adult piano book also includes descriptive practice techniques, as well
as teacher accompaniment, with each piece.
Teacher accompaniment and duets are vital for both piano and harp
students to practice weekly ensemble skills. Whereas the previously mentioned
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Harp Olympics35 series contains only one teacher-student duet, every piece in the
Bastien Piano Basics36, Music for Little Mozarts,37 and Alfred’s Piano Basics38 books
contains an accompaniment with the teacher. Some other notable ensemble
practice strategies that are appropriate for the harp include improvisation
practice with a melody line and added accompaniment. The Bastien Piano Basics
series contains numerous examples of improvisation activities for students, as
shown in Example 5.3.

Susann McDonald and Linda Wood Rollo, Harp Olympics.
James, Bastien, Bastien Piano Basics.
37 Christine H. Barden, Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L. Lancaster, Music for Little Mozarts.
38 Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and Amanda Vick Lethco, Alfred’s Basic Piano,
Lesson Book 1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc.,
2002).
35
36
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Example 5.3 -Bastien Piano Basics, Level 2, Theory, pg. 1
This exercise in Example 5.3 allows students to notate their own melodic lines
within a specific key and then perform these lines for their teacher. In the
preceding lesson the student learns how to write phrases, so in this exercise they
are writing an “answer” –or consequence—to the beginning of the phrase.
The Alfred Group Piano39 book has wonderful examples of advanced
ensemble practice for students. Example 5.4 shows an example of improvising
accompaniment with a single melodic line.

39

E.L. Lancaster and Kenon D. Renfrow, Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults.
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Example 5.4 -Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, pg. 227
In this lesson, from Example 5.4, the students write out the Roman numerals, and
then play along with the accompanimental CD to practice playing with a singleline instrument.
These books also integrate music theory concepts within the lessons.
Many of the books do a wonderful job of teaching advanced topics from a simple
perspective for young students. Example 5.5 shows an example of introducing the
concept of phrases to young players.
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Example 5.5 -Bastien Basics, Level 2, Theory, pg. 1
In Example 5.5, students are taught the concept of complete phrases and then
this concept is tied to the current piece they are learning for better
comprehension and direct application.
Various forms of pieces are also presented within these piano books.
Example 5.6, from Alfred’s Piano Basics,40 introduces ABA form. Not only is this
new concept introduced, but it is directly applied to a piece that the student must
perform.

40

Willard A. Palmer, Morton Manus, and Amanda Vick Lethco, Alfred’s Basic Piano.
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Example 5.6 -Alfred’s Piano Basics, Level 1A, pg. 36

Piano books are typically very consistent in teaching intervals, chords,
aural skills, and basic music theory terminology. Example 5.7 describes the
intervals of 2nds and 3rds in both a melodic and harmonic context.
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Example 5.7 -Alfred’s Piano Basics, Level 1A, pg. 40
In Example 5.7, intervals are presented in both arpeggiated and blocked chords.
These intervals are then directly integrated with the pieces in both their lesson
and performance books.
Many piano books also have aural skills practice with intervals, melodic
lines, and harmonic analysis. Example 5.8 shows a listening exercise for the
student, in which the teacher plays melodies with various 2nd and 3rd intervals
and the student must identify which melody the teacher played.
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Example 5.8 -Music for Little Mozarts, Level 1, Workbook, pg. 41
In Example 5.8, the teacher plays the various melodies with skips and steps and
the student must use their aural skills to identify which melody the teacher plays.
Many of the piano books include harmonization practice in which the
student is given either a solo line or chords, and they must determine the correct
harmonies. The student then performs the piece for their teacher, or plays along
with the accompanimental CD, as shown in Example 5.9.
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Example 5.9 -Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, pg. 87
Harmonization practice is extremely important not only for playing individually
to help understand the vertical chords within a solo, but also for recognizing the
overall chord structures of a score when playing with an entire symphony or
band.
These piano books and series fully integrate both music theory and
ensemble-practice techniques within the foundation of technique development
and solo repertoire. Every time a new theory element or technique is introduced,
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the students practice through worksheets, playing exercises, as well as
performing pieces that integrate all of the new concepts. Many of the exercises,
lessons, and overall pedagogical structure of these piano books can be adapted
and applied to harp teaching.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF BAND AND ORCHESTRA METHODS
Band and orchestra books provide excellent opportunities for improving
ensemble skills. Orchestra and band books are filled with pieces that can be
played in rehearsals, small ensembles, trios, duets, and individual practice/lesson
times. Some orchestra/band books even include CDs and computer programs
that can allow a student to play his/her part with a recording. This section of the
paper will itemize some of the ensemble elements commonly found in orchestra
and band books that I plan to incorporate into The Complete Harpist. Some
popular ensemble books are listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 -Band and Orchestra Lesson Books41
Title

Author

Publisher

Copyright

Orchestra Expressions

Kathleen DeBerry Brungard

Alfred Music

2004

Band Expressions

Robert Smith and Susan Smith

Alfred Music

2005

Sound Innovations for
String Orchestra

Bob Phillips, Peter Boonshaft,
Robert Sheldon

Alfred Music

2010

Sound Innovations for
Concert Band

Robert Sheldon, Peter
Boonshaft, Dave Black, Bob
Phillips

Alfred Music

2015

Essential Elements for
Strings

Michael Allen and Robert
Gillespie

Hal Leonard
Corporation

2002

Essential Elements for
Band

Tim Lautzenheiser, Paul
Lavender, John Higgins,

Hal Leonard
Corporation

1999

41

Complete citations for these books can be found in the bibliography.
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These lesson books from Table 6.1 are strictly written for ensemble
purposes. Some relevant ensemble exercises from these resources include
accompanimental instrumental tracks for at-home practice and ensemble pieces
for the class. These books include folk pieces, popular pieces, exercises, and
symphonic pieces. The most important aspect of these resources is that these
books include many excerpts from the canonic ensemble repertoire like
symphonies and band music. For example, the Orchestra Expressions42 book
includes excerpts from symphonic/opera composers like Bizet, Beethoven, Bach,
Dvorak, Brahms, Strauss, Stravinsky, Vivaldi, and Handel, as shown in Example
6.1.

Example 6.1 -Orchestra Expressions, Violin book 1, pg. 8: “Les Toreadors”
from Bizet’s Carmen

42

Kathleen DeBerry Brungard, Michael L. Alexander, Michael L. Anderson, and Sandra
Dackow, Orchestra Expressions, Book 1 and 2 (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing
Co., Inc., 2004).
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Example 6.1 is an instance of standard ensemble repertoire that each
string player is exposed to earlier in their playing experience than most harpists.
The Orchestra Expressions43 and Band Expressions44 books also give background
information on composers, on the particular piece, style characteristics of the
piece, as well as the form of the piece, see Example 6.2.

Example 6.2 -Orchestra Expressions, Violin book 1, pg. 9
43
44

Brungard, Alexander, Anderson, Dackow 2004
Smith, Smith, Story, Markham, Crain 2005
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Each piece also has an accompanimental track on the CD that is provided
with the book. Many of the soundtracks consist of full orchestral/concert band
recordings, which give the student the full-ensemble experience while in their
own practice room. This is much more fun for the student than listening to
themselves play just two notes (as in the Carmen example). This strategy
introduces the concept of playing a small part of a larger ensemble. Often times
my own harp parts are very repetitive (and bland!) on their own, but when
played with an entire orchestra, the notes interweave into the entire symphony’s
sound and become much for interesting.
All of these band and orchestra books are meant to be played with the
accompanimental CD, as well as with the entire ensemble. Every piece is
reiterated between each instrument within the series; therefore the pieces can be
played between similar instruments (ex. a violin sectional), as well as varied
instruments (ex. an entire orchestra or band). Example 6.3 contains pieces that
are part of the standard band repertoire from the Band Expressions45 series.

45

Robert W. Smith, Susan L. Smith, Michael Story, Garland E. Markham, and Richard C.
Crain, Band Expressions, Book 1 and 2 (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc.,
2005).
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Example 6.3 -Band Expressions, Trumpet Edition, Book 1, pg. 47
Among all of the Essential Elements 2000 for Band46 and Essential Elements 2000
for Strings,47 and Band and Orchestra Expression series, the pieces are repeated
and organized similarly, so these books can be played individually, in sectionals
(with similar instruments), as well as with the entire ensemble (concert band or
string orchestra). These orchestra and band books are meant for both individual

Tim Lautzenheiser, John Higgins, Charles Menghini, Paul Lavender, Tom C. Rhodes, and
Don Bierschenk, Essential Elements 2000 for Band: A Comprehensive Band
Method (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard Corporation, 1999).
47 Robert Gillespie, Pamela Tellejohn Hayes, and Michael Allen, Essential Elements 2000
for Strings: A Comprehensive String Method, Book 1, 2, and 3 (Milwaukee: Hal
Leonard Corporation, 2002).
46
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and ensemble settings, giving the students a well-rounded performance
experience.
There are specific instrumental books that do not include performance
practice, like Suzuki Violin School48 by Dr. Shinichi Suzuki, O’Conner Violin
Method49 by Mark O’Conner, and A Tune a Day50 for strings and wind instruments
by Paul Herfurth. However, such books are strictly for individual practice and
lessons to teach technique, so these are not applicable for this paper.

Shinichi Suzuki, Suzuki School for Violin, Volume 1 (Miami: Summy-Birchard, Inc.,
2005).
49Mark O’Conner, O’Conner Method, Violin Book 1 and 2 (Dexter, Michigan: Mark
O’Conner Musik International, 2010).
50 C. Paul Herfurth, A Tune a Day for Violin (Boston: Boston Music Company, 2003).
48
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CHAPTER 7
THE COMPLETE HARPIST
In order to bridge the gaps in existing harp methods, I have researched
piano, band, and orchestra books to find music theory and ensemble techniques
that are employed. I have also examined the big-picture pedagogical timeline
within each book in order to gain an organized pedagogical approach to both
theory and ensemble practice. With these borrowed ideas from relevant theory
and ensemble exercises, I have crafted a revised harp methodology that includes
both theory and ensemble training within the existing harp pedagogical model.
This section describes a new series of lesson books that I am proposing titled, The
Complete Harpist. Below is a general outline of the entire series, a detailed outline
of the first book in the series, and sample lessons from the Elementary,
Intermediate, and Advanced books.
These lessons target specific age groups: elementary, intermediate, and
advanced levels of playing. I have organized each of these age groups into three
different sets of books. Students begin the harp at different ages, so these books
allow each student to find a set of books that is most appropriate for their age
and level. These books will have both pedal and lever harp instruction, since both
types of harps are commonly used. Drawing from the above analyses of methods
for harp and other instruments, these books aim to integrate harp technique and
solo repertoire with music theory and ensemble practice. This integration will be
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organized into units. Each unit will feature the following activities: Technical
Approach, Rhythm Approach, Reading Approach, Harmonization, Repertoire,
Accompaniment and Score Reading, and Ensembles.51 Example 7.1 gives a
general outline of the entire series.
Table 7.1 –The Complete Harpist series Outline






Elementary (Princess Angelina Plays the Harp)
o Primary Level
o Level 1
o Level 2
Intermediate (The Complete Harpist)
o Book 1
o Book 2
o Book 3
Advanced (The Complete Harpist)
o Book 1
o Book 2
o Book 3
In order to better understand the pedagogical organization of this future

book series, I have completed a detailed outline of the Primary Level book from
the Elementary group (Princess Angelina Plays the Harp). This book is designed
as a young student’s first experience with the formal music lesson. The outline
below breaks down how each unit is organized into individual lessons and how
those lessons support the goal of engaging technique, repertoire, music theory,
and ensemble training. Notice that the lessons I have examples from are the
introductory lessons from Unit 1 and the first three lessons from Unit 2.
51

This unit organization is modeled after the Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults books.
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Series Outline
Elementary Harp Pedagogical Outline
Primary Level
Unit 1 Harp basics (see full example below)
I. Parts of the Harp
II. How to sit at the harp
III. Hand Position
IV. Musical Alphabet and harp strings
Unit 2 Basic rhythms and pre-staff reading
I. Quarter note and middle C and lower C (see full example below)
1. Theory practice: quarter note
2. Technique: 2nd finger exercise (R and L hands)
3. Repertoire
II. Quarter rest and D
1. Theory practice: quarter rest
2. Technique: 1st finger exercise,
-combined 2nd fingers
3. Repertoire using both C and D
Combination: Recorded piece with C, D, quarter note, and quarter
rest
III. Half-note and E
1. Theory practice: half-note
2. Technique: 3rd finger exercise
-combine with 1st and 2nd fingers
3. Repertoire using C, D, and E
4. Combination: Recorded pieces with C,D,E , all rhythms, and 3
fingers
IV. Half rest and F
1. Theory practice: half-rest
2. Technique: 4th finger exercise
-combine with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd fingers
3. Repertoire using C, D, E, and F
4. Combination: Recorded pieces with C,D,E and F, all rhythms, 4
fingers
-additional theory/skill: shifting (octaves) –perform piece
with shifting C, D, E, and F
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IV. Review
1. Theory worksheet/coloring using quarter note, rest, half note,
and half rest and notes
2. Improvisation: compose piece using C, D, E, and F with previous
rhythms
3. Perform duet with teacher
Unit 2: Intervals and Pre-staff reading
I. Steps/2nds and B
1. Theory practice: 2nds/skips
2. Technique: Pre-placing 1st and 2nd finger
3. Repertoire using 2nds with pre-placing 1st and 2nd fingers and B
note
4. Aural skill: Identify 2nds by ear
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with B, C, D, E, and F, rhythms,
and 1st-2nd pre-placing
II. Skips/3rds and A
1. Theory practice: 3rds/skips
2. Technique: Blocked and Broken 3rds: pre-placing 1st and 2nd
finger with skipped string
3. Repertoire using 3rds and A note
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds and 3rds by ear
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with A, B, C, D, E, and F, rhythms,
and skips/steps
III. 4ths and low G
1. Theory practice: 4ths
2. Technique: Blocked and broken 4ths: Pre-placing 1st and 3rd
fingers
3. Repertoire using 4ths and G note
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds, 3rds, and 4ths by ear
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with G, A, B, C, D, E and F,
rhythms, skips/steps/4ths
IV. 5ths and high G and low F
1. Theory practice: 5ths
2. Technique: blocked and broken 5ths: pre-placing 1st and 3rd
fingers
3. Repertoire using 5ths and both high G and low F
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, and 5ths by ear
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with F,G,A,B, C,D,E,F, and G,
rhythms, 2nds/3rds/4ths/5ths
IV. Review
1. Theory worksheet/coloring using intervals/ new notes
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2. Improvisation: compose piece using F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F and G
with previous rhythms and using intervals of 2nds, 3rds, and 4ths
3. Perform duet with teacher
Unit 3: Staff Notation
I. Treble Clef and notes
1. Theory practice: treble clef reading with right hand
2. Technique: review intervals with staff notation
3. Repertoire using intervals with staff notation
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, and 5ths by ear and notate
on treble staff
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with previous notes, rhythms, and
intervals on staff notation in treble clef
II. Bass clef and notes
1. Theory practice: bass clef reading with left hand
2. Technique: review intervals/notes with staff notation
3. Repertoire using intervals/notes with staff notation
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, and 5ths by ear and notate
on bass staff
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with previous notes, rhythms, and
intervals on staff notation in bass clef
II. Grand staff
1. Theory practice: grand staff reading with both hands
2. Technique: review intervals/notes with grand staff
3. Repertoire using intervals/notes with grand staff
4. Aural Skills: Identify 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, and 5ths by ear and notate
on correct staff-high and low
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with previous notes, rhythms, and
intervals on staff notation
IV. Review
1. Theory worksheet/coloring using intervals/notes on grand staff
2. Improvisation: compose piece using F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F and G
with previous rhythms and using intervals of 2nds, 3rds, and 4ths
on grand staff
3. Perform duet with teacher
Unit 4 Additional Rhythms and techniques
I. Eighth note and muffle
1. Theory practice: eighth notes –single and double
2. Technique: muffle on rests
3. Repertoire using eighth notes and muffle
4. Aural Skills: Identify rhythmic patterns
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5. Combination: Recorded pieces with all rhythms, notes, and
intervals
II. Simultaneous playing
1. Theory practice: perform rhythms with hands together
2. Technique: Playing hands together
3. Repertoire using both right and left hands at the same time
4. Aural Skills: Identify melodic patterns
III. Dotted-Half note and combined melody with the Intervals
1. Theory practice: dotted-half notes
2. Technique: Playing hands together with melody/accompaniment
3. Repertoire using both right/left hands with intervals
4. Aural Skills: Identify melody and accompaniment
IV. Whole note and glissando
1. Theory practice: whole notes
2. Technique: glissando with 2nd finger
3. Repertoire using whole note and glissando
4. Aural Skills: Identify rhythmic and melodic patterns
5. Combination: Recorded pieces with all rhythms, notes, intervals,
and hands separately and together, and glissando
V. Review
1. Theory worksheet/coloring using intervals/notes on grand staff/
all rhythms
2. Improvisation: compose piece using F, G, A, B, C, D, E, F and G
with previous rhythms and using intervals of 2nds, 3rds, and 4ths
on grand staff and new techniques: glissando/muffle
3. Perform duet with teacher
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Example Lessons
Listed below are the example lessons that I have created that will later be
a part of the larger book series, The Complete Harpist. These sample lessons
include:
Elementary, Primary, Unit 1, Lessons 1, 2 and 3
Elementary, Book 1, Unit 1, Lesson 1
Intermediate, Book 1, Unit 1, Lessons 1 and 2
Advanced , Book 1, Unit 1, Lesson 1
The first set of lessons derives from the Elementary Level, which is part of
a series called Princess Angelina Plays the Harp. This series has many similarities
with the Music for Little Mozarts52 book, in that a story and characters are
introduced into a magical, musical world and the different characters learn the
instrument and musical concepts along with the students. The students learn the
harp along with Princess Angelina and her friends (there will be a Prince friend
that plays as well). The story-based discovery involves all of the important
aspects of repertoire, music theory elements, aural skills, composition, and
ensemble practice. There will be an accompanimental CD that goes along with
each new piece that includes excerpts from real symphonies, concert bands,
ballet, opera, and a variety of other ensembles large and small. Some of the
recordings will have tempo adjustments (slow, medium, and fast) for students to
be able to play along at different practice tempos.
52

Christine H. Barden, Gayle Kowalchyk, and E.L. Lancaster, Music for Little Mozarts.
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The first book of the Elementary group is the Primary Level, which focuses
on pre-note and pre-staff reading, early rhythm concepts, and basic harp
technique. After practicing many pieces and rhythm concepts, the student will
then learn to play from the staff. In these first three lessons that are introduced in
Figure 7.1, the students learn basic hand position and posture, steady beat, the
musical alphabet, the quarter note and quarter rest, C and D notes, and 4/4 time
signature. The students learn to play their first harp repertoire, compose their
own piece using the new music theory concepts, and play along with their first
ensemble experience with the accompanimental CD.
Figure 7.1 -Princess Angelina Learns the Harp, Primary Level, Unit 1, Lessons 1-3
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The next set of lessons, in Figure 7.2, is also part of the same Angelina
Learns the Harp group (Elementary Level), but these lessons are from Book 1
(which directly follows the Primary level). There is a quick review of notes,
rhythms, and hand placement that were previously taught in the Primary Level.
The new concept in Lesson 1 is the interval of a sixth. The student practices
playing the 6ths on the harp, and then plays a new piece that contains these
intervals. The student also does an aural skills exercise with their teacher and
identifies different intervals, including the new sixth interval. The student then
composes his or her own composition using this new interval.
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Figure 7.2 -Princess Angelina Learns the Harp, Book 1, Unit 1, Review and Lesson 1
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In the Intermediate Level books in the Complete Harp series, students will
learn all of the key signatures with pedaling, more advanced music theory
concepts and harp techniques, and more variety of ensemble practice including
duets/trios/quartets with other instruments. Book 1, Lesson 1, which is
presented below in Figure 7.3, contains a quick review of music theory that they
have previously learned from the Elementary books. It also gives students an
opportunity to practice their key signatures with the pedals (which is also review
from the previous books). The new music theory concept that is presented in this
lesson is the chord inversions for the I, IV, and V chords. Students practice
playing these chords in both blocked and arpeggiated positions, and then apply
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this concept of inversions in several different areas: aural skills practice (practice
hearing these inversions and labeling them for teacher), repertoire (learn a new
piece), composition (write their own left hand accompaniment) and ensemble
practice (accompany a flute recording).

Figure 7.3 -The Complete Harpist, Intermediate Level, Unit 1, Lessons 1 and 2
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The next group of books is part of the Advanced Level, Complete Harpist
series, as shown in Figure 7.4. These books will continue to teach more difficult
harp technique and repertoire, as well as incorporate even more advanced music
theory ideas (e.g. modes, forms of large-scale pieces, Roman numeral analysis,
modulation, etc.) with more varieties of ensemble practice, including duets, trios,
quartets, and real excerpts from symphonies, operas, band pieces, etc. The first
lesson from Book 1 is completed below. In this lesson, students learn modes in
the parallel approach, in which students continue to label tonic as “Do,” and learn
to change the mode by altering pitches (which is important for a harpist to set the
key!). In this lesson the student practices modes through several areas: technique
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(pedal practice with the different modes and keys), aural skills (listen to
recordings and determine the mode), harmonization (practice labeling the
Roman numerals that fit that particular mode), composition (write their own left
hand accompaniment), improvisation (improvise different chords based on a
melody), and ensemble practice (perform a duet with another instrument with
the CD).

Figure 7.4 –The Complete Harpist, Advanced Level, Unit 1, Lesson 1
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Conclusion
The existing harp method books primarily focus on preparing young
harpists to be soloists. However, most professional harpists are not exclusively
soloists, but also perform with both small and large ensembles. A viable career
for a modern harpist involves many facets; many harpists find themselves as solo
performers at social events such as weddings and parties, members of their local
symphony or wind ensemble, teachers for private lesson studios, and sometimes
members of small ensembles, like a jazz group or classical duet or trio. It is
important for students to be trained with Classical solo repertoire, along with
solid music theory and ensemble training, to best prepare students for their
futures in playing with professional ensembles. Harpists must be versatile, as our
instrument is an extremely versatile ensemble instrument. The harp is used in
several genres outside of the Classical setting, including: Jazz, Celtic, Mariachi,
South American, Contemporary, Rock, etc. Some examples of successful nontraditional harpists are: jazz harpists, Deborah Henson-Conant and Cindy
Horstman, and contemporary artist: Joanna Newsom, among many others. In
order to best prepare successful, versatile harpists, there must be a solid
foundation of vast harp knowledge that is rooted from lesson and method books
that have been passed by generations of harpists. This core is centered on the
training received in traditional harp lessons. The current system we have is not
broken, but would benefit from a series that integrates all of the essential
elements of a versatile harpist which includes expertise in harp technique, solo
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repertoire, rhythm and timing, sight reading, composition, aural skills,
accompaniment, harmonization, and ensemble playing. Harp teachers would also
benefit from a harp curriculum that provides integrated music theory and
ensemble practice for students, without the requirements of specialized training
for teachers or providing their own supplemental materials. The series I am
developing will provide a new resource for a more well-rounded, thorough, and
integrated pedagogical approach. My goal in this paper is to bridge the musictheory and ensemble-experience gaps in harp pedagogy and therefore better
prepare harpists for their future in orchestras, recitals, operas, bands, small
ensembles, and the music classroom. By using piano and other instrument
method books as models, a new methodology in harp books can be established to
benefit both current and future harp teachers and students.
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